OPPT – The One People’s Public Trust

What is the One People’s Public Trust?

The One Peoples Public Trust itself consists of every person on the planet, the planet itself and the Creator.

The One People’s Trust trustees are a group of very skilled individuals including legal professionals who, in conjunction with a positive group inside the financial system, carried out extensive investigations into the massive fraud and theft taking place at the time.

They concluded that the financial and corporate government systems were committing treason against the people and after testing different approaches at correcting the injustices against humanity they saw being inflicted, they decided that that the only solution was to terminate the entire system through UCC filings.

The final report from the investigation is to be found here.

Resources
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OPPT Foreclosure on Major Corporations – 4th February 2013

Radio Shows

Click here to listen to OPPT Radio Shows
Click here for radio show transcripts
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20 Reasons to OPPT in to One People’s Public Trust

OPPT Definition by Heather Ann Tucci-Jarraf
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**Downloadable Documents**

OPPT Courtesy Notices

OPPT Courtesy Notice Guidelines

The One People: OATH AND BOND
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UCC Filings

Updated OPPT UCC Financing Amendment

Network of Global Corporate Control
We have seen what war has done to our planet. We have experienced times of overwhelming darkness. Today, things are looking up for Earth. We made it through a massive vibrational shift. We avoided apocalypse. We were not destined to end up like Atlantis and other civilizations that came before us that chose to follow a timeline of destruction. We were not meant to die in young graves by the hand of tyrannical rulers. The ending of this story would not be one of empty highways and nuclear fallout. Our homes will remain full and warm. Our children will become architects of this bright new world. There will be bread and salt, shoes and clean water, wine and gardens, for all.
This time the story ends with triumph. This time the village defeats Rome. This time we all find love.

And yet we know not fully, the grace we have been given. We can barely begin to comprehend the multiverse and the dimensions beyond our current awareness. From this point on Earth looking up at the stars, we can only know by our intuition, an approximate amount of light love being sent to us from all over the galaxy and beyond. For us Here, Now. The war is over. The victory of the light is on parade. The time for duality has ended and the golden age has begun. A celebration of dissolving nations, renewed as one planet, once again. It is of the times, the blooming wild flowers through the concrete.

And in our joy, may we leave a candle lit for those planets that still remain conflict. Before our plates are cleaned, may they break bread with us. As we accept and live in our new abundance, know that we are thinking of you. Where ever you are. Through out all space and time. We have not forgotten. We will not forget.

The people of Earth will find our strength and spiritual technology to help you as others have helped us. In the end we are One. Even “the darkness” that we were at battle with. We must remember it was a war between brothers. A very realistic theatrical production. We met here in this clash to further develop one another’s polarities for the next chapter. Resistance training for the bravest of the brave. I await our reunion. I will meet you in the middle of the river that separates. I will only ask “How have you been?” It will be a glorious hour. To those of the darkness that served so valiantly, thank you. To all the lost souls that ventured beyond even our Creator’s grasp. We will find you. To those reading this that feel that resonate with the call, another mission is unfolding. To all beings, everywhere, hallelujah, hallelujah, hallelujah.

May there be Universal Peace Now.